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IMMEDIATE DISCLOSURE REQUEST - DEC. 7, 2019 

Pursuant to the CPRA and SF Sunshine Ordinance 

 

This is an Immediate Disclosure Request (SFAC 67.25(a)) for the records numbered below. 

Your response is required by Dec. 10, 2019.  Rolling records responses are requested (67.25(d)). 

Please provide only copies not requiring fees - and a required notice of in-person inspection of 

fee-based records. 

NOTE: Please be certain you have properly redacted all of your responses.  Once you send 

them to us, there is no going back.  The email address sending this request is a publicly- 

viewable mailbox.  All of your responses (including all responsive records) may be instantly and 

automatically available to the public online via the MuckRock.com FOIA service used to issue 

this request (though the requester is an anonymous user, not a representative of MuckRock). 

 

Please read carefully the exact wording of my request and follow the Sunshine Ordinance and 

CPRA precisely. Every violation will be appealed, including but not limited to: 

● any untimely or incomplete response (SF Admin Code 67.21, 67.25), 

● failure to provide records in a rolling fashion as soon as each is available (SF Admin 

Code 67.25), 

● failing to indicate whether you have responsive records or not for each request below 

and whether or not you withheld any records for each request below (Gov Code 6253(c)) 

● withholding more than the minimum exempt portion of any record or withholding an 

entire record if any portion at all is non-exempt (SF Admin Code 67.26), 

● failure to justify with a footnote or "other clear reference" to an exemption statute or 

case law for each and every redaction or withholding (SF Admin Code 67.26, 67.27), 

including any so-called 'metadata', 

● failure to provide "exact copies" of records (Gov Code 6253(b)), for example, by 

physically printing electronic records and scanning them back in, which degrades their 

content and causes loss of colors, hyperlinks, metadata, and searchable text content 

● failure to provide the "electronic format in which [you] hold[] the information" (Gov 

Code 6253.9), 

● failure to provide any "easily generated" format that we request below (SF Admin Code 

67.21(l)), 

● redacting or withholding information whose exemption you have already waived by 

producing it to the public before (Gov Code 6254.5), 

● refusing to use email (SF Admin Code 67.21(b)), or requiring me to use a third-party 

service which imposes on me any terms and conditions beyond those of the CPRA (Gov 

Code  

 

Requests: 

1. the specific calendar required to be kept by SF Admin Code 67.29-5 (aka “Prop G 

calendar”) for your Department Head (whether an employee or elected official, defined 
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pursuant to SF Charter 2A.30 para 1), with each and every meeting/item for Nov 10 - Nov 

17, 2019 (inclusive).  Since these dates are more than 3 business days prior to this request, 

you must immediately provide them.  You may use any format to provide this calendar as 

long as it provides at least the location, exact start and end times, general description of 

topics, and (as required by 67.29-5) identity of meeting participants for every meeting.  If 

all 67.29-5 information is not visible in a summary view, you must print out the individual 

meeting entries. 

 

2. every meeting/entry on every calendar for your Department Head for Nov 10-17, 2019 

(inclusive).  This specifically includes both the SFAC 67.29-5/Prop G calendar, and all 

other calendar records (aka "non-Prop G" calendars) prepared, owned, retained, or used by 

your Department Head or agency staff (see SOTF Order 19047).  Calendars and meeting 

entries are requested in their original electronic format or in .ICS format, with all 

non-exempt headers and metadata, and you must preserve all attachments, exhibits, 

formatting, hyperlinks, images, colors, email addresses, invitees and their attendance 

status, recurrences, exact start/end times, locations, titles, and descriptions.  Daily, 

weekly, or monthly summary views are non-responsive - each individual meeting entry is 

requested. 

 

3. every meeting/entry on every calendar for your Department Head for future dates Dec 

16-23 (inclusive).  This specifically includes both the SFAC 67.29-5/Prop G calendar, and 

all other calendar records (aka "non-Prop G" calendars) prepared, owned, retained, or used 

by your Department Head or agency staff (see SOTF Order 19047).  Calendars and 

meeting entries are requested in their original electronic format or in .ICS format, with all 

non-exempt headers and metadata, and you must preserve all attachments, exhibits, 

formatting, hyperlinks, images, colors, email addresses, invitees and their attendance 

status, recurrences, exact start/end times, locations, titles, and descriptions.  Daily, 

weekly, or monthly summary views are non-responsive - each individual meeting entry is 

requested. 

 

4. the most recent 5 emails sent by your Department Head via their government email 

account.  Emails are requested in their original electronic format, or in .EML or .MSG 

format, with all non-exempt headers and metadata, and you must preserve all 

attachments, exhibits, formatting, hyperlinks, images, colors, and From/To/Cc/Bcc email 

addresses. 

 

5. the most recent 5 emails received by your Department Head via their government email 

account.  Emails are requested in their original electronic format, or in .EML or .MSG 

format, with all non-exempt headers and metadata, and you must preserve all 

attachments, exhibits, formatting, hyperlinks, images, colors, and From/To/Cc/Bcc email 

addresses. 
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6. the most recent 5 emails relating to the conduct of public business, subject to City of San 

Jose v Superior Court (Smith, 2017), sent by your Department Head via their personal 

email account. Emails are requested in their original electronic format, or in .EML or 

.MSG format, with all non-exempt headers and metadata, and you must preserve all 

attachments, exhibits, formatting, hyperlinks, images, colors, and From/To/Cc/Bcc email 

addresses.  

 

7. the most recent 5 emails relating to the conduct of public business, subject to City of San 

Jose v Superior Court (Smith, 2017), received by your Department Head via their personal 

email account.  Emails are requested in their original electronic format, or in .EML or 

.MSG format, with all non-exempt headers and metadata, and you must preserve all 

attachments, exhibits, formatting, hyperlinks, images, colors, and From/To/Cc/Bcc email 

addresses. 

 


